I am walking the path around a very famous circle of stones. No one is exactly sure why people might have dragged these huge stones -- some tipping the scales at 50 tons -- to this area and then lifted them into place. Some scientists think the site might have served as a type of calendar, or the stone arrangement might have had something to do with astronomy. Others suggest it might have been a place ancient people came to worship. But no one knows for sure. What is known is that this circle of stones is very old. Scientists found antlers in one of the ditches surrounding the site. Those antlers dated back to about 3100 B.C. Did you know that this place was once much larger than it is today? Sadly, people removed stones for buildings and roads. Other people chipped away at the stones so they could take pieces home as souvenirs. Today, to protect this site, you have to stay behind a rope fence that prevents you from touching the stones. The only time of year that people are allowed to walk among the stones is at the summer solstice. At that time, thousands of people come to this spot to watch the sun come up.

Can you name the place I am visiting? Where in the world is this place found?
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